Host Buzzard says:
The Crew of the Seleya having under adverse conditions managed to stave off the attempts by one of these metallic 'Spiders' to wreck havoc onboard the ship.
Host Buzzard says:
Already the toll in the Seleya's fight against these unknown invaders, with the death of 4 security officers, the wounding of the MO Dr Cameron and still the unknown whereabouts of the Captain.
Host Buzzard says:
The civillian rescued from the mob on the planets surface has revealed that the archeologists there of which she was part of, activated a circular object through which she claims a 'Quantum Mirror' was formed, it was through this 'Quantum Mirror' that these 'Spider' came through.
Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya has already declared a system wide quaratine, they need to figure out how to shut down the gate and destroy these 'Spiders'!
Host Buzzard (Seleyatheme.wav)
Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'Quantum Mirror'***
Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'Quantum Mirror'***
CEO_Masters says:
::hovers over the center seat:: SO: Anything new from those scans of the machine?
Host ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Stands in a hallway:: COMM: CEO: Hazzem to Masters, how are the transporters?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sits at his station on the bridge, examining the schematics ::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks up :: CEO: I'm analyzing them now, Commander.
Host Buzzard says:
<EMH> MO: Stop lying arounf my sickbay, I have work to do....
Dylan is now known as CNS_DeLindt.
CEO_Masters says:
::taps her combadge:: *CSO* Transporters are working fine, Commander... need a lift?
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Sits in his office reading crew psych profiles::
MO_Cameron says:
::blinks at the EMH::  Computer: End Emergency Medical Hologram.
Host ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Arrange that the rest of the crew is beamed out of here, then report to me
MO_Cameron says:
::looks down at his chest, trying to find any evidence of his being attacked::
Host Buzzard says:
<EMH> MO: How rude... I save your life, the least you could.....::disappears::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Goes back to his work - looking for the power distribution nodes and other internal components of the machines ::
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Well Commander, currently it's just your team and the Captain on the surface... and we're unable to still get a lock on her.
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Gets to MO_Cameron's Profile::
MO_Cameron says:
::grins at where the EMH was stood::  Thank ye.
CTO_Darklighter says:
::at tac 1::
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* We've had a small run in with one of the machines, but it's been taken care of it.
CNS_DeLindt says:
Self: Interesting.  ::Looks at the time::
Host ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs over the COMM:: *CEO* Keep a close look at us, anyone from my team is hurt, beam him/her out of here
CNS_DeLindt says:
Self: Time for my regularly scheduled bridge appearance.
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Will do... we'll keep trying to find the Captain from up here. Cargo bays and living quarters have already been prepared for the colonists, and we're ready to bring them aboard as needed.
Host ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Walks down the hallway, trying to stay clear from the machines::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Thinks: Pretty straightforward construction... ::
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Makes his way to a turbolift:: Turbolift: Bridge.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Hears a beeping from his console and checks to see what's going on ::
CSO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Understood, Hazzem out
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: Commander, sensors are showing a power surge planetside...
CEO_Masters says:
SO: Location?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: Location: the archaeological site where the Captain is.
TO_Kozak says:
::wakes up, gets ready and quickly runs to the TL:: Self: Not late again
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Emerges on the bridge and takes his seat::
CEO_Masters says:
SO: On screen... maximum magnification and full sensors on that location.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Brings up a real-time image of the site on the screen ::
Binky has returned.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@Angry Mob: Hello? anybody here?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: Sensors can't penetrate to what seems to be the centre of the surge
CEO_Masters says:
SO: Any data coming in from our probe on the surface?
TO_Kozak says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: Nothing new - all sensors are showing similar readings.
MO_Cameron says:
::slowly sits up on the biobed, then makes his way to the office::
Host Buzzard says:
<Mob Representative> ACO: Your carry technology, you'll bring the spiders so I'll say this once...leave mister....
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Looks around the bridge, noting who is and is not here::
CEO_Masters says:
::turns towards the aft stations::  CTO: Yellow alert... let's bring the shields up given that we don't know what's causing that energy spike, though it's probably that 'quantum mirror.'
TO_Kozak says:
::exits the TL and quickls jogs over to the bridge::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Doesn't hear a word:: Mob Representative: You must understand, my ship and I are here to investigate those....spiders, and to save you and your colony from any harm........
TO_Kozak says:
<quickly>
CEO_Masters says:
SO: Any idea what form of energy is being emitted?
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir ::goes to yellow alert::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Turns and locks his phaser:: Mob Representative: And as a gesture of good well and trust, here is my technology ::throws his phaser away from his position
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: It's pretty strage... I'm reading all kinds of energy signatures... and one human lifeform.
CTO_Darklighter says:
::looks at the TO as he jogs to his station::
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: Sir, If I could speak to you for a minute?
CEO_Masters says:
CNS: Go ahead, Counselor.
TO_Kozak says:
::walks up to tac 2::CTO: Your new ENS reporting for duty sir ::breathing heavily:: sorry that im late
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
@Steps carefully through the mirror armed to a tee and looks for any of the creatues as she comes through::
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: If I understand it correctly, the spiders instinctively attack anythign technological, correct?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
<::>
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Studies some of the readings more closely ::  CEO: My best guess, Commander, is that it's coming from the "quantum mirror" down there.
Host Buzzard says:
@ACO: You weren't here when the 'spiders 'came mister, you didn't see what they did to us....nothing can help us, nobody not even StarFleet!
CEO_Masters says:
CNS: Apparently, they're attracted to various forms of energy... power cells from our weapons, tricorders, power plants, combadges, etc.
CTO_Darklighter says:
::just nods at the TO and turns back to his station::
CEO_Masters says:
All: Theories on how we can neutralize this mirror? I'm guessing we can't get a postive lock onto it with the transporters... and any torpedoes we launch might just feed those creatures. Not to mention, kill the Captain...
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: Would the best way of fighting them then be to go down their with nothign thta uses energy - no commbadges, no subdermal implants, no phasers.  Nothing except projectile weapons?  ::raises a questioing eyebrow::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::Walks forward slightly still scanning the area weapon at te ready::
TO_Kozak says:
CTO: I dont think we have met yet...Im Ens_Luke Kozak, nice to meet you sir ::extends hand::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@Representative: But if we both cooperate with eachother then we can eliminate those machines. I have arranged space on my ship to accomodate you temporarely until this conflict is over, if you would like I can take you there now
CEO_Masters says:
CNS: Until Commander Muir or Hazzem say otherwise, I'm hesitant to risk anymore crew down on the surface. We've lost 4 men, the Captain is missing... and we're vastly outnumbered. All attempts this far have failed.
CTO_Darklighter says:
::spins back arounds and shakes the TO's hand:: TO: Nathan Darklighter, welcome aboard, try the fish, get to work, thank you ::turns back to his console::
TO_Kozak says:
self: that was weird ::turn back to tac 2::
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: I can understand that.  But you also need to understand that the inhabitants of the planet now view anything that uses energy as a threat.  The crew currently down their may be in extreme danger.
Host Buzzard says:
<Mob Representative> ACO: Do you have food up their?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@Representative: Everything that you need!
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
# ::Notes the area is safe and pulls her radio from her jacket:: ECDF Team: Can any of you read me this is Squadron leader Collins, please state your position
TO_Kozak says:
<::turns back to tac 2 with a puzzled look on his face::>
CEO_Masters says:
CNS: Sending people down with no means of communication or scanning equipment leaves them blind and deaf... and we've noticed that the creatures will attack people without any technology. Commander Hazzem is currently trying to convince the colonist to beam aboard... and they'll be safe here, on the Seleya.
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Sir i'm detecting a comm...from the the planet.
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: I would also not be happy with sending people down their with no way of communicating with us.  But it may become neccessary....
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Let's hear it.
CNS_DeLindt says:
::hears the CTO and snaps around::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sees that the energy spike is receding :: CEO: Commander, that energy surge is returning to expected levels.
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#~::hears nothing but static and tries again ::
CTO_Darklighter says:
::plays the comm on the loud speaker::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Goes back to studying the parasitic spiders ::
CEO_Masters says:
SO: How deep below the surface is the mirror, and what's the Captain's distance from it?
HHost Buzzard says:
ACTION: Replayed Comm:Can any of you read me this is Squadron leader Collins, please state your position
CNS_DeLindt says:
::listens to the comm intently:: Self: That is not a starfleet communication.
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: What's the source of that transmission?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Stands there hoping the colonists agree to beam over::
CTO_Darklighter says:
::traces the comm::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::Starts to walk forward still checking everything as she goes::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: The interference starts about 10-11 metres below the surface... and lifesign - I'm not convinced it's the Captain - seems to be close to the quantum mirror itself.
Host Buzzard says:
<Mob Representative> ACO: Fine, we'll go abaord your ship, but the women and children go first
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs in relief:: Representative: Agreed
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Seleya this is Commander Abdel-Hamid. Do you read me?
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: It's, a radio transmission sir
CNS_DeLindt says:
Self: Radio?
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Seleya here, go ahead Commander.
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Radio? Keep monitoring that frequency... see what you can find.
ACO_Hazzem says:
*CEO* 500 Colonists to beam up, but beam the women and children first. I will remain down here and continue my investigation
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::sees a pice of metal and picks it up examining it and sighing as she knows what it is and floows the dark corridoor, ::
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Acknowledged, Commander.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* What is the situation up there?
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* We're still attempting to find the Captain... Mr. Darklighter has intercepted a radio signal that we're continuing to monitor.
CEO_Masters says:
*MO* Bridge to Sickbay, come in.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* A radio signal? from who and where?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::repeats her mesage over the radio and then starts to whisper as hears something::
MO_Cameron says:
*CEO* Sickbay here.
CNS_DeLindt says:
::turns to the console next to him and brings up a voice-stress analysis of the radio signal::
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* We're still attempting to pinpoint it's location... Lieutenant Darklighter is keeping tabs on it, and we'll continue to listen in for more information.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Acknowledged, keep me posted on it, I'll add this to my list of investigation. Hazzem out
CEO_Masters says:
*MO* Mr. Cameron, I'd like for you to oversee the beaming aboard of the colonist... make sure they're comfortable and recieve treatment for any wounds they may have sustained. Mr. DeLindt will be working with you in this endeavor. ::turns to look at the CNS::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Finally reaches a conclusion... :: CEO: Commander, I think you should at this.
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Lieutenant, make sure addequate security measures are taken as we beam the colonist aboard... we shouldn't have much of a problem with a few hundred colonist.
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: Aye Sir.
MO_Cameron says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.  Have them beamed intae Cargobay 2.  I'll have a triage set up there.
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::Continues to alk where she hears the dull noise from a little more carefully not lowering her wepon at all::
CEO_Masters says:
CNS: Counselor, see to their needs... no doubt, they've gone through a lot of stress. See what information you can find from them, as well.
CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: My analysis of the radio transmission indicates that the person is unders tress, but also confident.
CEO_Masters says:
::walks over to the Science station::  SO: What is going on?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Walks over to his phaser and picks it up:: Representative: My ship should start beaming your people onboard soon, we will provide you with all your needs until this situation is over, hopefully you will return soon to your homes ::smiles::
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Brings up the correct display :: CEO: Studying these creatures, I've come to an important conclusion - they may be sentient.
Host Buzzard says:
<Mob Rep>ACO: Thank you.....
MO_Cameron says:
::picks up a medkit::  Med team Alpha: Okay, let's go.
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Walks to the OPS station and starts beaming people to Cargobay 2 ::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@Representative: You are more than welcome. In the mean time, begin collecting anything you need while you're onboard
MO_Cameron says:
::runs out of sickbay with his team::
CEO_Masters says:
SO: Sentient? Is there anyway we could possibly communicate with them?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: They may be small, but their internal mechanics are highly compartmentalized - they have the ability to expand their operations systems and adapt quickly to outside stimuli.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: I don't know if they're capable of communication on our level, yet.
CEO_Masters says:
SO: Any signs of transmitters? Something they use to communicate between each other... and if so, can we tap into it?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::stops at the corner of the door and pears around it seeing what she really didn't want to see, looks over place taking mental notes, is about to walk away when she spots a red and balck uniform, Clicks her radio:: ECDF: This is Sqn ldr Collins report your posistions, and plese define what this red and black uniform is.... ::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: I'll let you know if I find anything like it.  I've also noticed they use an inherent micro-magnetic field that prevents their destruction.  It essentially pulls the pieces together if any one creature is destroyed.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Watches the colonists dematerialising, then starts walking through the halls::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
CDF: Who ever it is is alive and in the centre of bug Central
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Lieutenant, start seeing if you can find a way to neturalize this micro-magnetic field the spiders use... and have the armory prepare some rapid-fire projectile weapons should the need arrise.
MO_Cameron says:
::enters the cargobay as the colonists start to beamed aboard::
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir ::starts working::
MO_Cameron says:
::scans the colonists as they are beamed aboard::
CEO_Masters says:
::begins rubbing the back of her neck::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::eases back trying not to be seen and heads back the way she came still checking ever inch of where she walks::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Duels deeper into the mountain, looking for the captain::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Searches the schematics for any sign of a transmission module ::
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Any idea where that radio signal is coming from? It shounds like... it sounds like this person may have found the Captain.
CNS_DeLindt says:
::monitors the transportation of the colonists :: Self:  Woman and children first.  I woudl like to meet this "Mob leader".
CEO_Masters says:
<sounds>
MO_Cameron says:
::starts to treat the colonists for slight malnutrition - some also have mild hypothermia:
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: I can't tell sir
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Do you think you could patch us through?
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: We could sedna message back on the same wave, whether the other side's reciever will get it is another thing
CTO_Darklighter says:
<send a>
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::still heads back to the mirror and then glances up the stairs and sees a few objects shes never seen before::
CEO_Masters says:
::lets out a long sigh, then takes the center seat:: CTO: Open a channel on that radio frequency.
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Channel open sir
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Radio: This is Commander Masters of the starship Seleya, please respond.
CNS_DeLindt says:
*MO*: Mr Cameron, I have finished the woman and children, are you ready for the men yet?
MO_Cameron says:
*CNS* Affirmative, Counselor.  None of them are seriously injured.  Just a little malnutrition.
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::hears the mesage over her radio and stops slightly confused:: COM: Seleya: you want to repeat that .. who are you ?
CNS_DeLindt says:
*MO*: Thank you Mr Cameron.  ::STarts transporting the men aboard, carefully removing weapons in the transport process::
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: This is Commander Michelle Masters onboard the U.S.S. Seleya, in orbit of this planet. We're attempting to locate one of our missing crew on the surface, and have reason to believe she is around a dig site near the main city.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Begins scanning for the Captian for 1 second, then snaps his tricorder shut again:: Self: This is not working ::Sighs and wipes the sweat off his forehead::
CNS_DeLindt says:
*ACO*: Sir, What is the status of the colonists?
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: At the moment, we're bringing aboard colonists in an effort to take them out of harm's way as we attempt to find out the source of a sentient machine lifeform in the area.
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: To whom am I currently addressing?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Pauses:: *CNS* I sure do hope you have an answer for that question, Counselor. Are they in the cargo bay?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#COM: orbit ? ::shakes head:: Im Squadron leader collin of the earth combined defense force whatuniform is this person wearing, sentient live .. Im sorry comander they are in no way that,
CNS_DeLindt says:
*ACO*: Some of them Sir.  I just wanted to know if there are any very seriously injured people which i shoudl be focusing on first.
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::ses a lone bug and shoots it moving on quickly as she knows she only has a few minutes before it reforms:
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CNS* Oh. They are physically fine, they just need some food and water, accomodate whatever they need and more.
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: A mostly black uniform, with a red undershirt and four gold pips along the collar. Earth Combined Defense Force? Tell me... what year do you currently believe it to be?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Begins to walk towards the town, hoping for something::
SO_Farak is now known as Simon.
CNS_DeLindt says:
*ACO*: Understood Sir.  DeLindt Out.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@Self: If the colonists were in the mountain, then it must have started in the town itself ::walks faster towards the town::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#COM: Ive seen a unifom like that not sure what you mean by the pips ... the year .... its 2006 and that person your missing is right in the middle of bug city..... you captain is as good as dead unles you can get there quicky and keep those bugs away from attacking you
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
<captain =Person>
Host Buzzard says:
<MOB Rep> ::Beams aboard the Seleya, looks around for a Starfleet officer, spots the MO and head over towards him::
MO_Cameron says:
::treating patients::
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: 2006? Mr. Collins, do you know how you or these bugs made it to your current location?
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Sets the OPS console to continue beaming people to the cargobay and makes his way there himself ::
Host Buzzard says:
<MOB Rep> MO: How are they? My people I mean?
CEO_Masters says:
::mutes channel:: CTO: Get a small team together... those that are fast on their feet. Equip them with projectile weapons and prepare to go down to the surface. See if you can raies Commander Hazzem.
CEO_Masters says:
<raise>
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#CON: its Miss if you don't mind.... they attacked earth we are in the process of trying to defeat them ... I used the same way they did the Mirror..... I don't supose you have seen my men at all ?
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Having enjoyed an nusually uneventful turbolift ride, emerges in Cargobay 2 and looks around::
ACO_Hazzem says:
@::Reaches the outskirts of the town, slowly walking into it::
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
~COM: Seleya: and yes its 2006
MO_Cameron says:
MOB Rep: Oh, they'll be alright.  Je's a little hypothermia and some malnutrition.  Are you alright?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
<#>
CTO_Darklighter says:
::tries to raise the ACO::
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Sees MO_Cameron and walks towards him::
MO_Cameron says:
<Jes'>
Host Buzzard says:
MO: Me? I'm fine, what ship is this? Are there more coming to destroy those 'things'?
CNS_DeLindt says:
MO: How is everything down here?
CEO_Masters says:
COM: Collins: No ma'am, I'm afraid we haven't. We're currently prepping a team for insertion into your location, and we'll see if we can lend a hand. We'll contact you with further information in the near future. Masters out.
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Masters to Hazzem, come in Commander.
MO_Cameron says:
MO: Ah, Counselor, maybe you can help this gentleman here?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Go ahead!
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::start cehcking her weapons and explosives to see how much she has noting its not enough to take them out :: COM: Seleya: well make sure you bring some high explosives with you.....
CNS_DeLindt says:
::Turns to the Man:: Man: Sir, how can I help you?
Host Buzzard says:
::turns and looks at the CNS and back to the MO and shrugs:: CNS: I was asking this gentleman, what ship this is and are there more coming to fight these ...'things'?
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#COM: Seleya Timed delayed would be even better ::carries on walking ::
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Sir, we've made contact with a person claiming she's from the year 2006, from Earth... and that these spiders attacked her planet through this quantum mirror. She may have found the Captain, and we've got a team standing by for insertion. We'll be going in without anything too powerful... projectile weapons, and a radio for communication.
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Permission to send Mr. Darklighter and his team down there, sir.
CNS_DeLindt says:
Man: Sir, this is the USS Seleya.  I don't know at the moment if any other ships are on their way to assist, but I can tell you that we have had....  some contact with a non-starfleet team on the surface.  What is your name by the way?
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Permission granted, have you the exact location of the mirror?
Host Buzzard says:
CNS: Bernard Cromwell, I was an engineer....until they arrived
CEO_Masters says:
*CSO* Yes... we'll have Darklighter's team meet up with you on the surface before proceeding in. But when you meet up, you might want to get rid of your combadge, tricorder, and phaser.
Host Sqn-Ldr_Collins says:
#::picks up something metal and looks at the weird shape of it and puts it in her pocket, checks her webbing that her granades are thereand make her way to the top of the stairs::
CNS_DeLindt says:
Cromwell: Thank you Mr. Cromwell.  We are trying to piece together what happenned on the surface.  Would you midn talking to me?  Perhaps in my office, you might be more comfortable there.
ACO_Hazzem says:
@*CEO* Understood, the sooner the better, Commander. Hazzem out.
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Get down to the transporter room... no communicators, tricorders, or phasers. Equip yourselves with projectile weapons, and a radio transmitter. Also... get some high-explosives. Something... uhh, more safe then the 21st century equivilent.
CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir ::enters the tl and sends a request to a sec officer to have soem items ready:: TL: Transport room 1
CEO_Masters says:
CTO: First sign of trouble, we're pulling you out... with or without the Captain. Be prepared to blow that mirror should the need arise, and just hope it isn't bad luck. Good luck.
Host Buzzard says:
CNS: Not until everyone here has been treated , fed and properly cared for Mr....uhh I didn't catch your name?
CNS_DeLindt says:
Cromwell: Rest assured, our team will take care of everyhting down here.  My name is Charles DeLindt.
CEO_Masters says:
Science Officer: Run another scan of the surface and cross reference for any updates in activity.
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause 'Quantum Mirror***
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause 'Quantum Mirror***


